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Preface

The 2nd Annual International Seminar on Transformative Education and Educational Leadership (AISTEEL with web link is http://aisteel2017.unimed.ac.id/) was held on October 16-17, 2017 in Medan City, Indonesia. This conference was organized by Postgraduate School, State University of Medan (Unimed) and is the routine agenda at Unimed now. The Second Annual International Seminar on Transformative Education and Educational Leadership’ is realized this year with various presenters, researchers, lecturers and students from universities both in and out of North Sumatera participate in the theme of which is “Educational Research to Endorse Productive and Innovative Generation in the 21st Century.”

2nd AISTEEL is the annual international seminar with main aim is to discuss of recent research special for Transformative Education and Education Leadership. Several topics like: Teachers Education Model, Research Global Issue in Education, Mathematics and Science Education, Social, Language Education, Vocational Education, Curriculum, Economic, History and Management Education have been discussed at the 2nd AISTEEL 2017. 2nd AISTEEL international seminar provided experts’ view on transformative education and educational leadership as well as curriculum article presentation. There were five keynote speakers have been came Professor Keiichiro Yoshinaga, Dr. Bambang Sumintono, Dr. Sitti Maesuri Patahuddin, and Dr. Yulia Rahmawaty. The organizer had been use online submission system to receive all abstract, full paper and also communication with authors. All of information include with comment of reviewer can be cheked real time by author.

Chairperson

Dr. Rahmad Husein, M.Ed
Welcoming Speech of Director of Postgraduate School State University of Medan

The Second Annual International Seminar on Transformative Education and Educational Leadership (AISTEEL)

The honorable,
- Rector of State University of Medan, Prof. Dr. Syawal Gultom, M.Pd.
- Vice Rectors of UNIMED
- Professor Keiichiro Yoshinaga, PhD, Institute of Liberal Arts and Science, Kanazawa University – Japan
- Dr. Bambang Sumintono, M.Ed., University Malaya – Malaysia
- Dr. Sitti Maesuri Patahuddin, Faculty of Education, Science, Technology and Mathematics, University of Canberra – Australia
- Yuli Rahmawati, Chemistry Education Program, Universitas Negeri Jakarta
- Deans of Faculties of Education, Languages and Arts, Social Sciences, Natural Sciences and Mathematics, Engineering, Sports Sciences, and Economics
- Vice Directors of Postgraduate School of UNIMED
- All speakers, lecturers, researchers, students, and participants

Good Morning
Welcome the honorable guest speakers Professor Keiichiro Yoshinaga, Dr. Bambang Sumintono, Dr. Sitti Maesuri Patahuddin, Assoc. Prof. Emilia Zulmira de FAN, and other speakers, lecturers and students from outside and inside Unimed to this international seminar which is the routine agenda at Postgraduate program of Unimed now. I'm glad that ‘The Second Annual International Seminar on Transformative Education and Educational Leadership’ is realized this year with various presenters, lecturers and students from universties both in and out of North Sumatera. and participate in the theme of which is “Educational Research to Endorse Productive and Innovative Generation in the 21st Century.”

Ladies and Gentlemen,

In this second seminar exels the first one related to the administration by online and the publication index by either Thomson Reuters or Google Scholar. By the new policy on student’s publication, postgraduate program really matches the system, particularly for the students who will sit in the oral defence examination. Through the seminar, the postgraduate students improve their article journal writing and it is proved by many articles are submitted by the students.

The plenary speakers coming from 15 provinces in Indonesia will present topics covering multi disciplines. They will contribute a lot of inspiring inputs and new knowledge on current trending educational research topics all over the world. The expectation is that all potential lecturers will share their research findings to educational scientists and researchers as well for improving their teaching process and quality. Thus, this will contribute to the next young generation researchers to produce innovative research findings in education and educational leadership contexts. This second seminar continues the promotion of the first sequel ‘Developing Future Teachers’ Education Model. Therefore, the propose of this second seminar on the transformative education and educational leadership research will trigger the young professional lecturers and educators to compete in the invention of innovative educational teaching and learning strategies, techniques and leadership.

I hope that the scientific attitude and skills through research will promote Unimed to be a well-known university which persists to be developed and excelled in the future.

Thank you the Rector of Unimed who always supports us in organizing the seminar. Thank you all guest and plenary speakers. Special thanks to both steering and organizing committee who have well-coordinated and colaborated in actualizing the seminar.

Director of Postgraduate Unimed

Prof. Dr. Bornok Sinaga, M.Pd
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The Effect of Combination Cooperative Learning Models Toward Learning Result
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Graduate of Chemistry Education  
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Marwah_nita@yahoo.com

Abstract—Required a model of learning that can improve students’ understanding and learning outcomes. One way to overcome this is by applying a combination of cooperative learning models. This research aimed for knowing whether students learning result which was combined cooperative learning model STAD type (Students Teams Achievement Division) with NHT (Number Head Together) is higher than students learning result which was teaching by cooperative learning model STAD type on the colloidal topic. This research has been done in the Senior High School. The research designed that been used was quasi experiment. Research sample has been determined with purposive sampling technic. On the experiment group I pretest average value was 35.71; posttest 77.86; and gain 0.7, the experiment group II pretest average value was 31.67; posttest 68.61; and gain 0.5. Hypothesis testing has known by using right side tes-t, therefore Hypothesis received was a student learning result which was teaching by using of cooperative learning model STAD type with NHT was higher than student learning result which was teaching by using cooperative learning model STAD type.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Education has an important role in preparing the quality of human resource. The science today should enable the students to meet the demands and face the challenges ahead in work environment of daily life. Not only knowledge but also communication skills, leadership quality, critical thinking, and listening skills are required to achieve excellence in work [1]. The assessment of learning and teaching process was often negligible and less attention than of learning result. Education and instruction was called be a success one when the learning process experience [2]. The affected factor toward the low of student learning result was rarely using fun learning model and unvaried from teacher [3]. In line with the development of social solidarity among students, an individual approach in education needs to be balanced with an approach based on cooperation, solidarity and collaboration to develop students' skills in collaboration, and the ability to negotiate, communicate and ability to make decisions [4].

Cooperative learning (CL) model can be used because of demanding the cooperation and interdependence of student in the task structure, purpose structure, and reward structure. CL model was developed for reaching learning result such as academic achievement, tolerance, diversity acceptance, and social skill development [5]. CL is the instructional use of small groups in such a way that student’s work together to achieve shared goals [6]. Johnson & Johnson (1999), defined CL as the instructional use of small groups so that students work together to maximize their own and each other’s learning [6]. The student-centered approach of CL leads to learner autonomy. The positive impact of CL has far-reaching effects that extend beyond the classroom, into participants’ professional and personal lives [7].

According to the explanation above, Cooperative learning model can be used is a STAD type (Student Teams Achievement Division) which was combined with NHT type (Number Head Together). Cooperative learning model STAD type has a great value that was can increase students cooperation, because student was giving an opportunity to discuss in heterogeneous group. The weakness of Cooperative learning model STAD type was when student making a study group sometimes there are several students not participating on that. It can be prevented by making combination from Cooperative learning model STAD type with cooperative learning model NHT type. Cooperative learning model NHT type was developed for increasing students responsibility. Every student in a group was giving a different task for discussing together then exercising them for uniting opinion [8].

From the Nawangsasi (2013) research, it showed that student learning result which was teaching using cooperative learning model STAD type which was combined by cooperative learning model NHT type was known that student pre-test average value was 29.1 and post-test value was 80.1 [9]. The same as from Tuti Winarnik (2011) research showed that student learning result which was teaching using cooperative learning model STAD type which was combined by cooperative learning model NHT type was 80% increase [10]. Moreover, this research was done by Annik Qurniati (2013) concluded that learning process which was using by cooperative learning model NHT has been increased on the chemistry learning result as 81.2% [11].

Based on that result, the writer purpose in doing this research was for knowing whether students learning result who was teaching with combining cooperative learning...
model STAD type with NHT was higher than cooperative learning model STAD type colloid material.

II. Method

A. Research Overview

The research designed that been used was quasi experiment First. On the early research, the activity that has been done was location determine, time, population, sample, preparing learning tools, and instrument. In the research implementation phase, the early student knowledge test experiment (pretest) has been done at sample. It was done for knowing student understanding toward colloid. Furthermore, doing a treatment on that sample. Ultimately, the activity which was done was finally test experiment (posttest). It was done for knowing student achievement in learning process. Assessment on the learning process became an important point for final result from it. The overview of the research is summarized in Figure 1.
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The overview of the research to increase student’s achievement on the learning chemistry to senior high schools students

B. Population and Sample

The study was conducted in the Province of North Sumatera, Indonesia, at academic year 2013/2014. The objects to study are including: (1) Chemistry teachers with has experience in teaching of science high school students, and (2) students of senior high school. The populations are

C. Research Instruments

The instruments used in this study are evaluation tests for pretest and posttest. The evaluations is provided in multiple choice tests, they are arranged based on the colloid topics, and the items in the tests have been standardized. A set of evaluation test contains 20 questions that are distributed with variation from simple to difficult questions. They questions is designed to cover all chemistry topics in the chapter colloid and be able to measure students achievement in chemistry.

D. Research Procedures

Research procedure has done on the several phases that was early phase and research implementation phase. In the research implementation phase, Experiment class I using combination cooperative model STAD type with NHT and experiment class II using cooperative model STAD type. Before doing a learning process in the experiment class I, the students will be numbering first for each student at the group. Then, the students was involved for finishing the task together, every group was giving an opportunity to be constructing their knowledge with connecting the information or knowledge that was saved with the new study experienced for enriching students learning. The teacher giving enough time during 30 minutes for doing a discussion to the giving task. After finishing the discussion, they would do the mastery of understanding of students with calling one of the number which was giving to the students from each group for presenting discussing results. When the presentation begun, the students had to responsible in the results to get maximum score. The steps that we can do if STAD type was combined with NHT showed on the Table I.

For the experiment class II, the students weren’t given the numbering. In the cooperative learning STAD type every group was giving an opportunity for constructing their knowledge. Researchers as a teacher as well was giving same time with the experiment class I that was 30 minutes for discussing the task. After finishing it, the students would be presentation about discussion results. STAD learning steps consist of: (1) Create a group of 4 heterogeneous members (mix by achievement, gender, ethnicity, etc.); (2) The teacher presents lessons; (3) Teachers assign tasks to groups to be undertaken by group members. Members who have understood can explain to other members until all members in the group understand; (4) Teacher gives quiz/question to all students. When answering a quiz can not help each other; (5) Evaluate; (6) Conclusion.
TABLE IV. SYNTAX MODEL OF COOPERATIVE MODEL LEARNING STAD TYPE WITH NHT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Teacher Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHASE I</td>
<td>Teacher telling about all subjects goal what to achieve on that subject and motivating student in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivered goals and Student motivated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHASE II</td>
<td>Teacher served an information to student by demonstrating or from something in the book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Given/Delivered Information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHASE III</td>
<td>Teacher divided student into several group in 4-5 people heterogenity (mixed from them achievement, gender, tribe, etc) and giving a number so that every student in a group having a different number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student organizing into study group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHASE IV</td>
<td>Teacher given task toward group for doing by member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giving tasks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHASE V</td>
<td>Teacher given instruction toward group member who has been understanding so they can help others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guiding / Helping groups on work and study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHASE VI</td>
<td>Teacher called a number and all student in every group by the same number standing and answering the question which has given to all students class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHASE VII</td>
<td>Teacher looked all the way for appreciating their efforts individually and group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giving Appreciation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Analysis of Research Data (Pretest and Posttest)

After doing a research phases which was from the early then doing the research, therefore the data was getting from two classes. They were pretest and posttest value that has been doing for knowing student learning increase. When we get it, hence we will know research hypothesis.

The number of students who become the sample of research in this class amounted to 21 people. While the number of students who were sampled in experiment class II amounted to 18 people. The number of students is obtained from several considerations after the pretest. Considerations are determined by normality and homogeneity tests.

Research data indicate that the average value of pretest in experiment class I is 35,71 and student's average posttest value is 77,86. Based on the value of the completeness of chemistry lesson that is equal to 65, then the value of posttest students who are over the completeness criteria there are 20 people and who do not reach the completeness criteria there is 1 person. Because that student was absent two times, but the students remain enthusiastic in doing the homework assigned.

Average pretest value in the experiment class II students was 31,67 and post test value in the experiment class II students was 68,61. Students in experimental class II that reached the completeness criteria amounted to 13 people and who do not reach the completeness criteria there is 5 people. Based on observations made during the learning activities in the experiment class II, there were some students who were less enthusiastic in collaboration with their group members. They are just silent and not involved in doing the task given by the teacher. This is the cause of the value of learning some students do not meet the criteria mastery of chemistry lessons.

Comparison of pretest and posttest averages for both classes can be seen in Figures 2.

B. Value of Improved Learning Outcomes (Gain)

Gain is the difference between the posttest and pretest values of the student. gain indicates increased understanding or mastery of student concepts after learning. The purpose of testing the value of increased learning outcomes (gain) is to determine the success of the learning process undertaken by students. The percentage increase in learning outcomes can be calculated from the average increment of all students for each class.

The average value of gain in the experiment class I was 0,65; while the average gain in the experiment class II students is 0,53. Then from the average value of gain can be determined the percentage of increase in experiment class I is 65% and the experiment class II is 53%. Hence, the difference of study result increase between two classes was 12,10%. The difference in the percentage of profit gained between the two classes is not far apart. But this proves a difference in the increase of learning outcomes between the two classes. Based on the data it can be concluded that the percentage of gain in the experiment class I students is higher than the experiment class II students.

Based on the gain criteria shown in Table II, there are three categories: low with $G < 0.3$; medium $0.3 < G < 0.7$; and high. $G > 0.7$. Then it can be concluded that the gain criteria in the experiment class I students are in the medium category. While the gain criteria in the experiment class II students are also in the medium category, it means that the improvement of student learning outcomes in both classes has good criteria.

Then based on the diagram above can be seen that the learning outcomes in experimental class I is better than the experiment class II. Meaning learning of chemistry on colloid topics by using combination of cooperative learning model with STAD-NHT type better than learning by using cooperative learning model type STAD.
The average value and percentage of profit presented in Table II are obtained from the profit value of each student in experimental class I and experiment class II. The pretest, posttest, and gain values of each student in both classes are presented in Table III. Based on the table can be seen in the experiment class I, there are 15 people who have a gain value in the medium category and 6 people have a gain value in the high category. In the experiment class II, there are 17 people in the medium category and 1 person with low profit rate in this category. This shows that students in experimental class I are able to master the concept of chemistry lesson on colloid topics by using combination of STAD-NHT type cooperative learning model. Therefore, the combination of STAD-NHT learning model is very well used in chemistry learning on colloid topics.

On the students learning process in the experiment I and experiment class II showed the same attitude that was making a question and doing an interaction with group mate. It was because there are teacher motivation toward students that was a value was done to the all of group member. Therefore, every students in a group have a responsibility on the group success. It was demanding students for more responsible toward the task which was given to them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Exp I</th>
<th>Exp II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Σg</td>
<td>G &lt; 0.3= Low</td>
<td>13.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.3 ≤ G ≤ 0.7</td>
<td>0.6524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ % gain</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>65.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>G &gt; 0.7= High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experiment class I, communicating between group mate in the class will be effective in making conducive situation in the class. Group communication in the experiment class II was different with the experiment class I, there were several students didn’t active on the discussion process. It was because there are Free Rider in the experiment class II that means the students who has not a personal responsible on the group task, they just following others. Besides Free Rider there are the term of Diffusion of Responsibility, where the several member unable to follow the discussion process and be ignored from others.

C. Hypothesis Test Results

Hypothesis results from this research has been calculating with using right t-test. For knowing whether this research hypothesis was approved of refused. Testing criteria when \( t_{\text{count}} > t_{\text{table}} \) so alternative hypothesis was approved, whereas zero hypothesis was refused.

Hypothesis testing results has been price obtained \( t_{\text{count}} > t_{\text{table}} \) that was \( 3.76 > 1.68 \) with the significant side \( 5\% (\alpha = 0.05) \) so that hypothesis was approved. Therefore, student learning results who was teaching used combination cooperative learning model STAD-NHT was higher that cooperative learning model STAD in the colloid material. The obtained result can be said that cooperative learning model STAD type with NHT was better to increase learning results on the chemistry subject.

According to the research which has been done in MAN 2 Model Medan, it can be concluded that student learning results who was taught by cooperative combination learning process STAD-NHT type was higher than cooporative combination learning process STAD on the colloid material.

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the average posttest value, gain and hypothesis test it can be concluded that the combination of cooperative learning model type STAD-NHT can provide improvement to the students learning outcomes in the chemistry lesson with colloid topics.
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